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A river goes underground
Photograph by Carlton Ward Jr., carltonward.com

The Aucilla  flows  along the east side of the Red Hills region between Thomasville and Tallahassee. Closer to the Gulf of Mexico,  in Aucilla Wildlife Management Area, limestone bedrock rises close to 
the forest floor, providing substrate for these rapids. Sinkholes and caverns eroded by the tannic water envelop the river  underground; it disappears and reappears several times flowing to the coast.

Florida Wildlife Corridor Expedition   |   ’Glades to Gulf, Week 5
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Editor’s note: The three members of the second Florida 
Wildlife Corridor Expedition are filing weekly dispatches 
of their 1,000-mile, 10-week journey to highlight the value of 
keeping an open pathway through the state for wildlife. Here 
is the story of the fifth week. 

BY CARLTON WARD JR.

T he ribbon of damp earth is punctuated by lime-
stone ledges, their bronze patinas textured by 
mosses a few shades darker than the palmettos 
skirting the footpath. In the flat, predawn light, 

sturdy tree trunks define the shifting horizon and measure 
forward progress. Weaving among oaks, sweetgums, maples 
and palms, we descend toward the sounds of swishes and rip-
ples of water rushing over rocks.

Drawing closer, the Aucilla River reveals itself beneath a 
sheath of fog insulating it from the cold morning. Fighting 
with numb fingers, I set my tripod low among cypress knees 
and work to compose a frame that will hopefully capture 
even a bit of the awe I feel rediscovering this hidden corner of 
Florida’s “Forgotten Coast.” After a few long exposures, shafts 
of sunrise start to break up the scene. I pack my camera and 
head downstream seeking a different view. After a couple 
hundred steps, the forest closes in from both banks and the 

river swirls like a giant 
bathtub drain and disap-
pears underground. This 
section of the Florida 
National Scenic Trail is 
named the Aucilla Sinks 
Trail for the series of cir-
cular sinkholes that pro-
vide portals to the river 
as it flows beneath and 
through the limestone 
bedrock. 

Having biked several 
straight days from the northern Nature Coast around 
the Big Bend, it feels good to slow down and begin more 
than a week hiking the Florida Trail. It will carry us to the 
wild heart of the corridor and halfway point of the expedi-
tion. With five weeks and more than 500 miles behind us, 
my body has finally adapted to our pace. That’s a good thing 
because our first day back under the weight of our backpacks 
included 18 miles through St. Marks National Wildlife Ref-
uge, 2 miles through shin-deep water and much of it in the 
rain. When fighting the wet wind to set camp on a berm look-
ing over a vast salt marsh and the Gulf of Mexico, fellow expe-

ditioner Mallory Lykes Dimmitt said we 
had reached the end of the Earth.

Four more days in the refuge, the 
trail entered the 632,000-acre Apala-
chicola National Forest, which com-
bined with adjacent conservation lands, 
anchors nearly a million protected acres. 
On scale, it’s the Everglades of North Flor-
ida. Still east of the Apalachicola River, 
we hiked along the wild and twisted Sop-
choppy River and later waded through 
a 4-mile stretch of swamp that’s part of 
the Bradwell Bay Wilderness Area. There 
were sections of the trail where Joe Guth-
rie, expedition member and bear expert, 
points out bear claw marks on what 
seems like every other pine tree.

Follow their progress here in Perspective, at FloridaWildlifeCorridor.
org, wusfnews.wusf.usf.edu/term/florida-wildlife-
corridor-expedition and on social media: Facebook.com/
FloridaWildlifeCorridor; Instagram: @FL_WildCorridor; Twitter: 
@FL_WildCorridor. Follow Ward’s photography at Instagram.com/
CarltonWard and Facebook.com/CarltonWardPhotography.

A Little Perspective
Why popcorn does that
Food chemists had already answered the practical questions about 
popcorn: optimum moisture content of a kernel is 13.5 percent to 14 
percent of its total weight; the ideal shape for an unpopped kernel is a 
sphere. But aeronautical engineer Emmanuel Virot and physicist Alex-
andre Ponomarenko wanted to know why, exactly, popcorn bounces 
around and why it makes that pop-pop-pop sound. So they went to work 
with a high-speed camera, a sensitive microphone and published their 
results in the Journal of the Royal Society Interface.
Known scientifically as Zea mays everta, popcorn is the only type of corn 
that pops. Its kernels are more spherical than other corn kernels, and 
its pericarp — the hull that surrounds the seed — is a little thicker. The 
starch inside the seed is embedded in a protein matrix called the endo-
sperm. When the kernel is heated above 100 degrees Celsius, the water 
inside turns to steam. That water vapor forces its way into the hard endo-
sperm, creating a molten mass. “It’s like bread dough, or a thick batter,” 
said Devin Rose, a food scientist who studies grains at the University of 
Nebraska. The pressure continues to build up until the hull can no longer 
hold it in. Then the kernel explodes. The starch cools as soon as it bursts, 
solidifying into a spongy white flake of popcorn. After hundreds of trials, 
the researchers discovered that the popcorn gets kicked a few mil-
limeters to a few centimeters into the air by a starch “leg” that emerges 
from the broken hull. After being compressed on the ground, the leg is 
released, causing the popcorn to somersault like a gymnast.  The steam 
has no role in powering the jump: “No rocket effect,” they wrote. As for 
the pop-pop-pop sound? It’s release of water vapor. The mechanism 
was similar to the one that makes a champagne cork pop. “This literally 
gives an appetite for science,” said the researchers, noting that their lab 
results frequently ended up eaten in the break room.
Deborah Netburn, Los Angeles Times

Space is cool
“We all know astronomy is cool,” Astrono-
my magazine writes in its March issue — 
the 500th since the magazine was launched 
in August 1973. To demonstrate, 
the magazine compiled 500 
facts ranging over “every 
aspect of the cosmos” and 
how we perceive it. Here’s a 
sampling:
1. “Exactly 88 constellations 
cover the sky, with no gaps 
and no overlaps.”
 22. “If you drilled a tunnel 
through Earth and jumped 
in, you would reach the other 
side in 42 minutes and 12 
seconds, and your top speed 
would be 17,670 mph.”
44. “As your eyes adapt to darkness, their 
sensitivity increases 10,000-fold in the first 
30 minutes, with little gain after that.”
71. “The odds are greater than 7-to-1 that on 
your birthday, the sun was not in what you 
think is your zodiacal constellation.”
  251. “When the universe was 14 million years 
old, its background temperature was 80 
degrees Fahrenheit, about the same as a 
summer day on Earth.”
351. “Sunrise on Earth lasts an average of 
2.13 minutes, while the same event on Mer-
cury takes 16.13 hours.”
352. “A person who weighs 200 pounds at 
Earth’s poles would weigh 199 pounds at the 
equator, mainly due to centrifugal force.”
Nancy Szokan, Washington Post

Snakes with legs
When it comes to separating snakes from 
their lizard ancestors, paleontologists have 
long considered legs to be the deciding 

factor: lizards have them, 
snakes do not. In a report 
published in the journal 
Nature Communications, 
scientists describe four newly 
discovered fossils 140 million 
to 167 million years old. Two 
fossils were originally thought 
to be lizards, but they have 
now been classified as snakes 
because of the structure of 
their skulls and jawbones. 
Those features evolved before 
limblessness, the researchers 
said.

“Skull evolution and feeding 
mechanics is most likely what 
drove the evolution of snakes,” said 
Michael Caldwell, a paleontologist 
at the University of Alberta and 
lead author of the study. “The 
limbless thing comes later.” The upper 
jawbones of the fossils did not have “bony 
constructions” attaching them to the rest of 
the skull, which are found in lizards, Caldwell 
said. It is that absence of attachment that 
allows snakes to open their mouths wider 
than their heads.
Douglas Quenqua, New York Times

Consumer alert
Consumers concerned about the health-
fulness and safety of products can thank 
Harvey W. Wiley, an American chemist who 
championed the passage of the Pure Food 
and Drug Act of 1906, then worked as head 
of Good Housekeeping’s Bureau of Food, 
Sanitation and Health from 1912 until just 
before his death in 1930. More than a century 
ago, Wiley wrote articles like “Whole-Wheat 
Flour the More Wholesome,” “Rice Should 
Not Be White” and “False ‘Ads’ and Lying 
Labels.” His bureau was part of the Good 
Housekeeping Research Institute’s laborato-
ries that today are beehives of activity where, 
like other groups that do consumer testing, 
researchers review just about anything that 
can affect the well-being of consumers.  
Among some eye-opening findings:

• Olay’s Regenerist moisturizer, sold 
in drugstores for about $22, out-
performed a skin revitalizing salon 
product that cost $350.
• Four frizz-reducing hair treatments 

that were advertised as free of form-
aldehyde in fact contained this carcinogen.
• Workout clothes said to increase caloric 
burn did so only slightly when people exer-
cised so intensely they felt ill.
• Pantyhose said to keep legs warm when it 
is cold and cool when it is hot did neither for 
consumers who tested them.
  Many more products are featured on Good 
Housekeeping’s website (search product 
reviews at www.goodhousekeeping.com).
 Jane E. Brody, New York Times


